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FREO HUNT/ Unlvwslty LNder

Play time

Alan Schoer, aHl•tant profeHor of art, entertain• hie children Anna, 2, and Sam, 3, by drawing them pictures

with a computer Monday afternoon In Rarick 103.

Specter visits Russell

Mark J. Dole&al

Cin:ulatlon manager

SGA presidential debates
There will be two debates
between Duane Simpson/
Trevor Steinert and LaNette
Schmeidlerffravis Crites, the
candidates running for
student hody president and
vice president at I0:30 a.m,
and I :30 p.m. tomorrow in
Rarick 301.

1

Presidential hopeful, Sen. Arlen Specter (R-Pa.),
arrived in Hays at the Hays Municipal Airport
around l: I 5 p.m. Saturday
Specter briefly answered questions from the press
before depaning for Russell where he appeared at
the Russell Elks Lodge.
Specter's remarks at the airpon closely reflected
the March 30 declaration of his candidacy in Washington D .C., where he blasted the "intolerant right"
epitomized by the Christian Coalition·s Ralph Recd.
as well as fellow presidential hopeful, Pat Buchanan.
He reiterated his commitment to abonion rights
and pledged to use his candidacy to. "take the
abonion issue out of national politics."
"A New York Times poll says that 71 percent of
the American people believe in a woman's right to
choose," Specter said.
"If Ralph Reed is right when he says that a prochoice Republican is not qualified to be president,
then he is making second-class citizens out of millions of pro-choice Republicans."
When asked to comment on Gov. Pete Wilson's
(R-Calif.) entry into the race. Specter said that

Wilson, while he has a solid record of supponing
abonion rights, has an accointability problem due
to his record of w increases in California.
Wishing to reposition the GOP as a more centrist
pany. Specter emphasized the need for smaller
government, a strong national defense, as well as
his proposal for a 20 percent flat tax that would
allow Americans to file their returns on a postcard.
Specter stressed that it was good to be back in
Kansas. though he joked that the prairie wind made
combing his hair "a waste of time."
Specter. who was born in Wichita in 1930 and
grew up in Russell, said growing up in Kansas was
instrumental in the formation of his beliefs.
"'There is a lot of character in a small town like
Russell," Specter said, "It sounds kind of cornball.
but its true.
"There is a quality of accountability in Kansas .
Everybody knows everybody else and there is nothing in this world like accountability," Specter said.
After leaving the Hays airpon. Specter arrived at
the Russell Elks Lodge at 2 p.m.
At the Russell Elks Lodge. Specter was welcomed by nearly 200 well-wishers. according to
Russell businessman. Dean Banker
Banker said he knew Specter when he lived in
Russell.

"I was gone most of the time as he was growing
up. I was either in the war (WWII) or in ~chool. but
I knew the family," Banker said.
Also on hand at the Elks Lodge was fonner
Russell High School teacher. Alice Mills.
Mills has the distinction of teaching both Specter and Russell's other hometown presidential
contender. Sen. Robert Dole (R-Kan.).
When asked what Russetrs secret was in producing twoprominempresidcntial candidates from
such a small midwestern town, Specter said.
"maybe the secret is in Alice Mills."
Joan Specter. the senator'\ wife. downplayed
her feelings towards becoming the first lady if her
husband manages to win the 1996 presidential
election.
'Tm more excited about the election. I think
it's a great opportunity for Arlen." Joan ~aid.
"He's got a lot of great ideas and a lot of tenacity ...
Joan. herself an elected memhcr of the city
council in Philadelphia. said that while she supports Arlen 's decision to run for president. she
will definitely miss the ti me he will he away from
her on the campaign trail.
"I prefer him to be home. hut I do think that h1'.>

See Specter/ p. 5
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Tammi Harrla
Faculty senate elected a new
president and secretary at
yesterday's faculty senate meeting.
Jean G leichsner. faculty senate
secretary. will replace current
President Dianna Koerner. Joe
Aistrup. assistant professor of political science and the assistant di rector of the Docking Institute of
Public Affairs. wi ll replace
Gleichsner as secretary.
In addition. representatives from
the American Association of University Professors spoke.
Dolores Furtado, AAUP national board, and Jay Mandt, president of the Ka nsas Chapter of
AAUP. spoke about academic freedom and the facu lty government.
Funado and Mandt primarily
represent concerns of the faculty
on a~wide scale. Gleichsner
1·
said.
Mandt began by explaining how
faculty senate can be more affec tive in administrative decisions.
"It (administration) doesn' 1 consider itself confident to make certain kinds of decisions based on its
own thinking, and, in cenain matters, the faculty knows best," he
said.
The administration has the opportunity to say they cannot make
a decision on their own, giving
them the option of turning to the
faculty senate for help,
Howe\ier, whe n the faculty ~enatc docs get called on to help the
administration. then it is the
"facilitiy 's ability to assert itself
and its ability to assun: itself to the
institution," he said.
"How far you move and how
they interpret these elements really goes hack to the ability of the
facult y to assert itself and in its
professional ability to aid administration in its deci~ions." Mandt
said.

See Faculty/ p. 7

Lacy appointed director of Computing Center
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lnh~r,·iew schedules
The following companies
will be interviewing on
campus during April: Lady
Foot Locker. Presta Oil, Inc ..
and Country General Stores.
Sign up sheets arc available
immediately in the Career
Development and Placement
Office. Sheridan 214.

Student teacher meetings
There wi II he mandatory
student teacher meeting for
~ondary student teachers
during the fall of 1995 from
6-8 p.m. today in Rarick 310.

44

Faculty
senate
officers
elected

'Tiger by the Tale'
"Tiger by the Talc·· will be
perfonning at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Black and Gold
Room. Memorial Union.
Admission is free.

Agri-Marketing
The National Agri-Marketing
Association will present its
marketing plan to the public
at 7 tonight in the Black and
Gold Room, Memorial
Union. Following the presentation. Rick Nutter will
speak on behalf of the new
wheat gluten plant being built
in Russell. Everyone is
invited to attend.

Sunny

- - - - - - - - - --
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COMM 100
All majors pre-enrolling for
summer and fall semesters
need to ask their advisers
about COMM I 00,

Partly
Cloudy

74
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Tiger Debs
Tryouts for next year's Tiger
Debs Dance Line will take
place at 10 a.m. Saturday in
Cunn,ingham 122. W car
dance clothes or shorts and
comfortable shoes. Contact
Susan at 625-5553 or
Vanessa at 625-3803 with
any questions.

65

Partly
Cloudy
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Thursda

Karen Meler

There will he a CHAMPS
meeting tomorrow at 7:30
p.m. in Cunningham 134 .

Staff writer

Provost Rodolfo Arevalo ha5 appointed Michael E. Lacy acting direc tor of the Computing and Telccom municalions Center al Fort Hay~State.
Lacy, the center' \ technical support manager. will replace Keith
Faulkner. Faulkner retired from the
position yesterday.
Lacy will ,;cr,·e as actin g d irector
until June 17.
"My main goal ll.tomnveu\ overto
thc new huildmg . Tomanek Hall.
smoothly." Lacy c;aid.
"We'll ,;tan moving on May 24 and
have about seven days to complete
the move .
'-rhere' ,.a Jo t of planning involv~ .
I thinIt it ·II go pretty ~moothly." he
said.
Lacy a.\'ii5tcd with the Computing
Center's move from Shcndan Hall to
iu current location in Martin Allen
Hall in 1986.
~we·11 have 10 de, a lot of planning.
llut we r.hould do a )?ood ioh,'" Lacy

Student Alumni
Student ,\lumni As~oc,a11on
applications are availahle in
the Alumni Office. Custer
Hall. Applications are due
April 14
Soclal Work Ouh
There will be a Social Work
Cluh meetinit at 3:45 p.m.
Monday in Rarick 306.
Elections for next year·,.
office~ will he conducted
Anyone intere~ted in \Ocial
work 1s welcome 10 attend .

u 1d .

llllllre Lecy, the new actlnt director of .,_ COMputtnt encl Teiecommun~lon1 Center,
.. herd • wcM1l "" hie offloe.

LM:y received A l'lachelorof ~ ,en..--c

de,ree in business with an empha.,is

indalaproceuinafromFHSUin 1975.

He worked a~ an applications pro·
grammcr and systems program mer for the Kan-.as Departmen t of
Human Resources in Topeka. un til l 984. when he joined the Computing Center staff at FHSU.
Rohcrt Meier. department o f
computer infonnation system!'. and
4uanitativc methods. who is heading the ~arch for the ne-... director.
~id. "The ..earch committee 1s
going 10 start screening applicant.\
tomom,w. We'\·c already had numerous apphcat 1on\
'Toe provo<;I would hke to have
the new person in pl.ace h:, the fir~I
of Jul y."
lnc ,;earch comm11tec must \e·
lee r ti~e finalists for the po<111on
try May I.
'1nc provost will conduct the
mtefYte"''- and he will make the
final ~ •~ion.- Meier ~id.
Accordin)? 10 Meier. all appli cant, are required to have a ma.uer·,
de11ree. hut a Pti.D u. preferred .
"We'~ lookinll for so~ne
v.1th e1.pencn ct' 1n computinif .
plann1niz. hud1fcl1nl(. worlcinl( with
academic and adm1nstrativc units.
and has itron(I technical computin111lc:ills." Meier wd.
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Creative council: Dinosaurs, water colors and
_

art therapy from the HAC

Karen Meler

atthcBcach/SchmidtPerfonningAru
Center.
Tickets are $2 for children under
Flying pterodactyls, giant dino- 14 and $4 for adults.
saurs, eanhquakes and roe k slides will
Meder said that tickets may be
take the stage tonight at the Beach/ purchased at the door.
Schmidt Perfonning Arts Center as
Ellis County second and third
the Hays Ans Council presents "Di- graders may attend a freeperfonnancc
nosaur Mountain."
today at 12:45p.m.
The musical production, which
Brenda Meder, executive director of
Pastel, watercolor exhibit
the Arts Council, described as "BroadAt the Hays Ans Center Gallery,
way for kids" tells the story of a group the Arts Council is featuring two eJr.of ad venturers travelling through time. hibitions.
"It's about a professor who devel"As l See It" is an exhibition of
ops a time machine and travels to the pastels and watercolors by Victoria
Mesozoic era but never returns, and a Martin of Abilene.
rescue team (includingaskepticaljour"She is an award-winning artist."
nalist) are attempting to rescue him," Meder said.
Meder said.
"Some of her pieces are very rep"The special effects are really, re- resentative and others are more abally neat."
stract."
This is the fourth children and famThis exhibition will run through
ily theater production that the Arts April 25.
Center has brought to Hays.
Previous shows have included
Children's artwork
"Beauty and the Beast" and"Aladdin."
"Look What I Did" is an exhibiAlthough "Dinosaur Mountain" tion of an through the eyes or chilisn't an established and well-known dren in the Hays Head Start Program.
show. "this is a really high quality
"This is the culmination of a yearperfonnancc," Meder said.
long project in the Head Stan pro·
The production will start at 7 p.m. gram." Meder said.

Staff wrtter

1

'The project brought in educators
who worked on different themes and
used an to exemplify those themes."
As part of the project. Fon Hays
State an therapy and art education
students worked with children in the
Head Start program.
The children completed numerous projects to learn about understanding and accepting other people.
One group of five children worked
together to complete a statue of a
dinosaur.
For another project. a group of
students were each given paper and a
paint brush but had to share paint.
"They had to work together. They
learned patience, cooperation, and
problem-solving. They might be given
only primary colors and told that they
should also use some green or orange.
They had to figure out how to do
that."
Students also learned about different cultures, as they created Indian, Hawaiian, and African style art.
"Look What I Did" will run
through April 11 .
The Hays Ans Center Gallery is
located at 112 East 13th Street and is
open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Tejano music queen shot to death
Michelle Kotdin
Associated Press

Toss and win

Deni•• Beaman, Fort Scott Junior, toHes a ping pong ball during the Carnival In the
Quad Saturday afternoon. Table• aet up In the quad had various games, each ticket
used at each table voted for king and queen of the carnlval.

CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas (AP)
Mourners laid hundreds of while roses
on Selena's casket Monday, bidding
farewell to the Tejano music queen
whose slaying shocked MexicanAmerican music lovers.
Family members and her band
members hugged each other underneath a small pavilion over the 23year-old singer's grave.
"We've had our heart taken out of
us. Not just her family and her fans,
but all of us who worked with her,"
said Jimmy A. Gonzalez. a marketer
for her recording company.
Selena Quintanilla Perez was shot
to death Friday at a motel. allegedly
by a personal assistant who was ac·
cuscd of embeuling money from the
singer's fan club.
"We eitprcss our hope in the resurrection of the dead with the Quintanilla
family," said Sam Wax, the family's

Students attend
ceramic conference
Brian Alllaon
Stall' Wrtter

Miw, Sir,,t

Go•"""

Jltla & Meut

WtdlstuloJ, Apr. S • 6:00 p.m.
adMusl.011: SO nlllS

PARALEGAL
INSTEAD OF LAW SCHOOL
In just 5 month5· -you can
make your
woi1!_for you

.,ee

If

Jorge Vazquet. Manhattan, teftior,
uid. "We learned a lot of new t.echniquts. There was a seriet of confer-

e ~ . and an and ceramic demon1tr11lons by famous arti11,. We
learned a Joe of MW techniq~...

Bill Sharp. Palo Alto, Calif.. ,ndu•
arc 11udenc uid. "I had a very good

Financial Planner, Regiateffd Reprnentative
913-625-8820

S~curitin Amerlca, Inc.
111 W. 10th St.
Haya, JCS 67601
Member SIPC/NASO

said.

The Grammy-winner was an idol
to young Hispanic women. a Mexican-American version of Madonna.
Selena was one of the hottest-selling Tejano singers and expected by
many to cross over into mainstream
pop with the release of her first CD in

CD in English. Only four songs on the

English release were finished when
she died. her father said.

The suspect. Yolanda Saldivar,
was being held in lieu of $ I 00,000
bail on a murder charge after police
found her in a pickup truck, holding a
gun to her head, outside the motel
where Selena was shot. She surrendered after a long standoff.
Saldivar, who founded Selena's
fan club. was accused by Selena's
family of embezzling money from the
cllib and possibly also from a San
Antonio boutique and salon owned
by the singer. She allegedly asked
Selena to come to the motel after the
singer's family confronted her.

MONDAY: $1.50 BIG BEERS
TUESDAY: $1.25 LONGNECKS
$1 1/3 LB. SLIDDER BURGERS
WEDNESDAY: $4 BIG WELLS
THURSDAY: 2 FER WELLS/$2.75 PITCHERS
$.50 DRAWS EVERY FRIDAY

time going 10 the conferences. You
stepped from one amaLing display

into another one. I had my mind
While most students headed south
boggled by the array of fantastic talfor fun in the sun during Spring Brcalc, ent there."
nine students from the art departOn their way to Minneapolis the
ment, along with Linda Gan.strom. group stopped at the Ken Ferguson
assistant professor of art, headed nonh
Retrospective in Kansas City.
to Minneapolis, Minn .• to attend the
Ferguson is the senior ceramic proNational Council on Education for
fessor at the Kansas City Art Institute.
the Ceramic Arts conference.
Ganstrom said, "He was one of the
"It's a forum to show ideas, techartists who was instrumental in thinkniques and slides. It first started out
ing about ceramics a~ an an fonn in
as an infonnal learning project that the SOs and 60s.~
continued to grow and grow ,"
"It's really intere,;ting to ,;ee the
Ganstrom said.
different reactions of the students from
The National Council on Educasuch an intense experience like that. It
tion for the Ceramic Arts wu st.vted goc., from being totally enthused to
1n the late 60s by professor Ted
being overwhelmed." Ganstrom said.
Randall. Randall was in~stcd in
Ganstrom said afrer they returned
getting ceramic teachers and students
to Hay~. she and her students di~ together with profeuional poncn and
clay anists.
See Ceramics/ p. 3
"It's a big conference. This year
there were ~veral thousand people
FACULTY & STAFF
attending. It was exciting bttau1e
m~t conf~ncc, you so to. everyyou want to speak to
one drcues up in their ,uits and nice
someone who under·
drcs~. but. al a CCTamic conference.
stands your benefit
you~ rno1tly people wearina blue
package and retirement
Jeans. tennis shoes and T-•hins."
Ganslrom said. 1"hey look like
plan, call:
they're ready to jump b1elt into their
Fi Choate, Certified
,tudi01 and 10 to work."

Jehovah's Witness minister. between
Scripture readings.
While fans were kept out of Seaside Memorial Park during the
graveside ceremony. family members
expressed gratitude for the thousands
who converged on Corpus Christi to
mourn Selena's death.
"She did a lot for the Hispanic
community. She did a lot for our culture," Lilia Pinon-Ortiz of Houston.
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LIVE BAND

9 p.m.-1 a.m.-SATURDAY, APRIL 8
Featuring:

"BACKPORCH MARY"
FROM MANHATTAN
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People in the news

Trump's promote new
Pizza Hut product
WICHITA, Kan. (AP)- Donald
Trump and his ex-wife Ivana are
having a cheesy reunion. The
Donald and his ex are among
several celebrities advenising Pizza
Hut's new Stuffed Crust Pizza.
When Mrs. Trump asks her husband
for a slice, he responds, "You're
already entitled to half of every•
thing."
Besides Donald and Ivana, the
ads will feature Rush Limbaugh and
pro basketball stars David Robinson
and Dennis Rodman. The spots hit
the airwaves during Saturday's
NCAA Final Four college basketball games, the company said. The
Trumps said they were donating
their fees to charity.
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Medical thriller
just what the
doctor ordered
"SIient Treatment" by Michail
Palmer/Bantam***

knows it, Caspar Sidonis, a fellow
physician, is standing beside him,
publicly accusing him of murder.
Sidonis claims Corbett killed Evie
because she was about to leave him
for Sidonis.
Corbett has to prove his innocence
by finding the true murderer. His only
ally is an alcoholic woman who shared
a hospital room with Evie and might
have witnessed her murder.
He ends up matching wits with an
evil doctor working for a consortium
of managed-care companies in an
exciting drama that combines medical horror and action adventure.
Palmer is a physician who made
his debut as a writer in 1982 with
"The Sisterhood." Some of his past
medical thrillers were interesting but
too slow in their narrative flow to be
truly riveting. With "Silent Treatment," however, Palmer emerges as a
first-rate storyteller.

Managed care, in its present fonn,
places patients as well as doctors al
the mercy of profit-seeking insurance
companies. This provides great fod·
dcr for writers of medical thrillers.
The latest-and so far most frightening- book to deal with the subject
is Michael Palmer's "Silent Treatment" (Bantam, $21. 95).
Harry Corbett, a Vietnam veteran,
is a general practitioner in New York.
About to tum 50, he has plenty of
reasons to be miserable. His hospital
is threatening to cut his surgical priviWriters Join forces to leges; his wife, Evie, is about to undergo an operation for a cerebral anfight discrimination
eurysm; and he is having chest pains
AMHERST, Mass. (AP) - Two
indicative of hean trouble.
famous writers hope to make their
His life deteriorates from miserpens of Jove mightier than rhe
able to disastrous when he briefly
swords of discrimination. As Elie
leaves Evie in her hospital room and
Wiesel and Maya Angelou appeared
returns to find her dead. Before Corbett
last Tuesday before an audience of
5,000 at the University of Massachusetts, Wiesel said they have
"chosen the written word as a
means of bringing people together."
Angelou said she has learned
several different languages because
"I refuse to accept any manmade
differences between human beings."
"Weezer'' (DGC) - Weezer
Angelou is a prize-winning poet
Pan Beatles-inspired genius, pan camp, Weezer is the perfect
and professor at Wake Forest
anecdote to the Eddie Vedders of today's sour rock scene.
University in North Carolina.
That said, Weezer is in danger of becoming to Green Day what the
Wiesel, a Holocaust survivor who
Stone Temple Pilots are to Pearl Jam. The staccato power chord
became a Nobel Peace Prize winner
rhythms that dominate this band's debut squarely puts them in the
and Boston University professor, is
category
of happy punk.
the founder of the Elie Wiesel
However,
while Green Day excels in creating a complex cadence
Foundation for Humanity human
that
fuels
its
songs, Weezer has an uncanny sense of melody and
rights group.
fanlastic
songwriting
skills. h's just too bad that producer and fonner
Wiesel and Angelou called the
Cars' frontman Ric Ocasek didn' t recognize this.
search for common ground with
Too many times, like on "My Name Is Jonas" and "Surf Wa;,,;
other people the human race's only
America," the melody is lost in the mix. Brian Bell's lead guitar also is
hope for eliminating hatred.
often buried behind the rhythmic charge.
American Express
When Bell is allowed to shine, this band docs as well. "'Buddy Holly"
clocks
in at 2 :40, but it may be the most infectious rock song on the radii'
calls dress 'fun item'
this year. It defies you not to dance.
SYDNEY. Australia (AP)Vocalist and songwriter Rivers C~omo' s .sense of.melody shines
American Express has a request for
through on "The World Has Turned 'a'n'c1 t.tln' Me Herc;··w,th ·;1s Curecostume designer Lizzy Gardiner,
like feel and on ··say It Ain' LSo,'" which has a hint of Squeeze-style pop
who decided to take Karl Maiden's
in it.
advice to the extreme and leave
David Geffen let the cat out of rhc bag on Wcczer when his record
home wearing 254 Gold Cards.
company released "Rarities - Vol. I" last year and this band stoic the
Gardiner, who won an Oscar for
show from the Counting Crows, Hole and others on the compilation
best costume design for the Austrawith its song, ··Jamie:·
lian film "Priscilla - Queen of the
That Weczcr doesn't take itself very seriously only adds to its
Desen," sashayed up to the stage
chann. Mary Tyler Moore. Kiss and other 1970s icons make their way
decked out in a chain-mail-andonto this disc, adding to 1he twenrysomething fun.
. annor style ankle-length gown
Ocasck doesn't do Weezer any favors, but the band"s ingenuity
· made of cards imprinted in her
overcomes his heavy-handedness.
name.
~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:;
An American Express spokesman, Di Collins, said today that the
·· ·
· · ,
· ··
·'
company would like lo have the
L·!!!!
·_~;.;.;·;:·;·
·; ·;·~
:_.;·~·;·
dress as a "fun item." Collins said
r:
Amex issued the 300 cards as a
loan. After all, the fine print on the
back of each Gold Card says, "This
card is the propeny of the issuer and
must be returned upon request"

FRED HUNT/ Unlv..-.Jty Leader

Appreciating art

Patrick Jones, Norton frHhman, examines part of a graphic design exhibit that Is
part of the Student Honors Show In the Moss/Thorns Gallery.

Band's debut album
called 'happy punk' 'Tank Girl' suffers from
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Student Alumni Association

Player convicted of
running coke ring

SANTA ANA. Calif. (AP}- Pro
football player Darryl Henley and
four other men have been convicted
of running a cocaine ring. Henley,
who played comcrback for the Los
Angeles Rams last year while free
on bond, financed an operation that
packed cocaine at his Los Angeles
area home for sale in Memphis,
Tenn., and Atlanta.
Henley and the others were
convicted Tuesday of conspiracy
and pos~~,;ion of cocaine for sale.
Charges were filed in 1993 after
Rams cheerleader Tracy Ann
Donaho wu arre~ted at an Atlanta
airport with ahout 25 pounds of
cocaine in a \Uitcuc. Donaho
1c.,tified that Henley used her as a
courier af1er having sex with her.

Eudora Welty home

becomes retreat

JACKSON. Miu. (AP) - The
childhood home that inspired
Pulitzer Prize-winning author
Eudora Welty is now a literary
retreat. The Eudora Welty Writcn'
Ceneer will be on a three-acre 1i1e
1evenl blocks from the Capitol.
Lawmakers approved givina the
Miuiuippi Writcn' Association 52
million to purchase the Welty home
and ocher sum,unding prope1ty.
TI,e writen' ,roup will evenrually repay the money and take over
ownenhip. Welty', father built the
home in 1907, and Eudora waa born
two yan 111«. She wrote about lhe
houte in her IUIObiotnflhy. "One
Writer'1 &1innin1t."

is seeking energetic members for next year's organization! SAA's prestigious members are involved
with care packets, tree-lighting. admissions tours
and much, much more!

incoherent, jumpy plot
Mo~t Sci-Fi movies need little excuse to till the screen wi1h power-mad
dictators, downtrodden masses and
aerobicized babes straining the hounds
of their ripped po.~t-apo1:alypse rnsrumes. "Tank Girl."' tiascd on a Briti~h comic book of the ,amc name. is
110 exception.
Its 2033: The Earth ha\ lx:cn decimated by a comet and reduced to a
bleak desen. Water is the mo~I precious commodity and 95 percent of
the water supply is controlled hy
Kesslee (Malcolm McDo~cll 1, rhc
urbane, sadistic head of the
monoli1ihic Power and Water com·
pany.
Who will rid the ~orld of 1his
tyrannical Goliath? Step forward Rebecca Buck (Lori Petty). This swaggering renegade cruises the dunes on
her pet Yak and packs several heat-up
machine guns. Home. with a hunch of
water-poaching grunge kids. 1s u sagging Victorian house ',Cl in the middle
of the va~t while desert .
When Kess.lee's henchmen tal-.c
blow torches to her house and murder
her boyfriend. the vigilante , ixcn heginshcrtransforma1ionintoThankGirl.
Petty docs an excellent jo capturing Tank Girl's insolent wi,e-crac:king attitude. Petty', high chcdJmne-,
and sleek. sinewy limn, arc lincl 1
showca~d by her tattered "'ardrohe.
Anned with a dilapidated tank. ,he
is a feminist Mad Max. a punk rchcl

with sex appeal. resplendent in a
The stylish cast i;eems to be having
Mohawk hair-do. a red push-up bra,
a grear time. though. Forced ro go
knee pads and a necklace made of undercover in Kcsslce's gleaming
Pro1.ac capsules.
white space-age brothel. Tank Girl
rejects the fashion offerings of the
On the way 10 lhe final showdown
with Kesslec, she teams up with the
look-alike cyberhookcrs and forces
the crowd to sing Cole Porter"s romousy hut brainy Jct Girl (Naomi
manticlyrics,'"Let"sdoit.Let"sfallin
Watts), invades a futuristic hrothcl
love.'"
callc:d Liquid Silver. and falls in with
some unlikely knights in shining arAnd McDowell. fresh from killing
mor: a fugitive team of half man. half Captain Kirk in '"Star Trek: Generations.··clearly has perfected the sneerKangaroo mutants known as 1hc Rippcrs.
ing megalomaniac with a British accent routine.
Builr with clever prosthetics and
latex armor. the Rippers. including
Overseen hy music coordinator
their surly leader (rapper lce-T), have ~• Counney Love, the soundtrack feasome of
tilms more dei'efoped ,_. lures tracks from 13jork. ke-T, Joan
characu:rs.
w·· •· -..,.,, .• Jett and Iggy Pop. who also makes a
Director
Rachel
Talat~y-- brief cameo appearance.
("'Freddy's Dead: The Final Nigh1The relentless, bombastic action is
coun terhalanced by the desolate
mare." "Ghost in the Machine"') docs
a fine jot, with the MTV-style visuals
beauty of the White Sands National
and soundtrack, jumping from live
Monument in New Mexico where
action to animation sequences and
many of the exteriors were filmed.
,tills based on the original rnmic·Tank Girl'" is produced by Richoook series.
ard B. Lewis. Pen Densham and John
Watson.co-producersof·'Backdraft,"
Bui the plot is incoherent and
jumpy and the dialogue weak.
"Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves" and
··Blown Away." The executive proScriptwriter Tedi Sarafian makes the
same mistake his brother Doran made
ducer is Aron J. Warner.
in his movie "Gunmen:· It's all cfThe design team includes Ripper
fcc:ts and non~topac:tion. as if that can
creator Stan Winston who has won
c.:mcr for one-dimensional characfour Academy Awards for his work
tcr-1.
on "Jurassic Park." "Aliens" and "TerE,en for a movie based on a carminator 2: Judgment Day."
loon. style is just too triumphant o,cr
The MGM/UA release has a runcontent here.
ning time of !02 minutes.

the

ENCORE

'Tommy Boy' first at box office
LOSANGELES(APJ-Theslapstick comedy ··Tommy Boy" was the
weekend's most popular movie with
an c-.tima1cd debut gro<;s of $8.5 milimn. mduMry sources said Sunday.
"Forrest Gump."' which won the
A-:adcmy Award as best picture la,;t
Monday. enjoyed a strong post-Oscar
,urge. taking in S2.75 million and
making it So. 5 on the earnings list .
Herc are preliminary estimate<; of
the tnp-gro<;sing film, :
I "Tommy Boy,'· SR.5 million .
2 "Outhrcak.'" S'i 9 m1ll1on.
3 "~1aJor Payne:· S5.3 million
-I "Doliirc, Clairomc. S~ .5
million
"forrc,t (ium;, ... S2.75
million.
6. "'Muriel", Wedding."" S2 .6
million.
7. '"Cirdc of Friend\."' S.::! .'i
million
8. "'Man of the Hnu~e." S2 4

SERIES

Applications are available in the Alumni Office.
Custer Hall

Applications due Friday, April 14

Any questions? Contact Lisa Karlin @ 628-4527

Paid Leader $taff
Positions Now Open

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19 - 8:00 P.M.
Beach/Schmidt Performing Arts Center

Umltf'd Numbff OfTickna Avail.able- Al Th• Scu<knt 5n'TIC'IP C-itt,
Or Phone O ~ To 623-5306.

Editor in Chief
Applications Due
By 5 p.m., Wednesday, April 5
All Other Staff
Applications Due
By 5 p.m., Friday, April 14

Special Student Prices:
$6.00
$2.00

Reserved
Unreserved

million.

A Mid-America Arts Alliance Program with the Kansas Arts
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What's Buzzing on campus?
:
The talk i§: LaNette Schmeidler and
: Travis Crites are running for 1995-96
SGA President and
:
Vice President!
.:•:
"Dare to Care. Care to Dare."

....

....

:
:

-.. _______________ ~,41111-----419

!

:
:

....

9. (lie) "'Pulp Fiction·· and
··rank G1r1:· S2. I million.

Ceram fcslfrom p. 2
cu\r.cd their conference Cl:perience.~
··E~en the sludenu who were ()vetwhelmed ,aid they were ready 10 go
haclc a1ta1n:· \he uid.
.. , think rhat it wa~ a ~itive e:ii:penence for the ~tudent.\. Mind c:.:pandin11 "They -.aw thing\ on a national
~ale. It gave them ~omc ideas on
what the contemporary trend, are. It
opened their eye., 10 all the pouihi litie1 nailable 10 thtm. Plu., it', e1citing to see peop~ who 1ft interested in
the same thin11 you arc."
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From.··the·: editor's·:desk.~:·:;.;:.~_·/.
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tial elections: Theyaittof; .: stude;11ts to rep.resen~ their

realize that mosfof:ttie goy-

affecting

1

. interests. . '

' :. . ; .

eminent
thelt:ev,:: ··. ·. :\ .Wliy.
_students vote in
these locai elections?' . ·.
eryday lives is on
and local leveL · .. _>,-i:::: '. ..
J.aziness. Pure :~d simple:
~al lawmalcetstc&n-':;,: . ··.i
It ~ t:~ t~ late for. ·· . ·

~state ·.. ·.

some or You·~-·8~ out:anci

affect students acadetiilcaliy

and socially. Forexample,: · .. vote in t~y's .elcction,_but
commissioners can .vote to'. .: itis not too late to vote· next
repeal the annual Hays'City·.
Scholarships and thef can ~: . · ... Ciet off your butts and
enact laws to keep tho~ :· ·. spem,l the five minutes it
under the age of 2 I out-of
. takes to vote. .
.
local bars.
· ··· ·
~editoritilbyScott Aust

·week. .·. . . .

Election time:

Political campaigns fascinate writer

I

don't know about most people. but
politics have always interested me.
Whenever there 's·an election starting
to brew, I read everything 1can so that I' m
well infonned and can make an intelligent decision.
I think it's a sin that so many people do
not eitercise their right to vote. I'm a child
a hangover Sunday.
I'm a loser.
of the '60s. I protested for 18-year-olds to
May 14, and
Yep. I'm 22 years
obtain the right to vote.
realizing that I just
old with 39 days of
1 knew people that were clubbed and
made the transition
school left in my
teargased during those protests. and what
from full-tilt student is it I hear as an excuse foTJJOt voting? "I
illustrious college
to full-tilt LOSER.
career.
didn't like anyone 1hat was running for
And thal' s not the office."
I've done my
·
way I had planned
time with the leader. I've joined my
That is a lame excuse. For crying out
it, Dad. contrary to
share of campus organizations, and I've
loud, go and write in Donald Duck, at
popular belief.
won some awards.
least you will have ca~t a vole.
I've groomed myself for that glori1 get these subtle
Even dissension is a vote. It tells the
hints from my
ous Saturday in May when they will
political
pany or individual person runORATZER' parents. like,
hand me that degree and I. in tum, will
ning that you didn' t think they were a
"Sooo ... found a job
hand it over to my employer.
wise choice.
yet?"- NO.
One problem.
I've voted in every election since 1969
"Do you just plan on staying in Hays and that includes'. not only presidential
Despite what the polls say about the
expanding job market for college grads. until you do?" - NO.
elections. but state and local elections,
I have no one to hand my degree to.
"Well. I don't know what you were
too.
·
But I'm not alone. I could name
planning. but we don't really like the
1can understanJbeing confused about
idea of having another dog in the
about 10 other losers at Fort Hays State
who to vote for. In those instances I speak
house."
with credentials better than my own
to people that I feel have some intelliAssuming he was referring to my
who are still looking.
gence and ask them who they are voting
puppy and not me as "another dog," I'll for. Sometimes they give me a reason to
So ... what the hell' s wrong with me
also assume he hadn't planned on my
and my over-qualified peers?
agree. and I vote for their choice . Or they
return to 6833 W. 163rd Terrace.
Could it be the fact that job searchgive me a reason to disagree, and l vote
Am I too optimistic to say I've still
ing is a full -time job in itself, and I feel
for the opponent.
got a month before my sob story
like I'm the intern. Not to mention that
Today is the election for city commisthe pay won't even buy a cheeseburger. becomes reality?
sioners, school board members and the
Maybe it is too much to ask, but I've legalization of instant bingo (pull-tabs).
much less. pay the rent .
Or could it be that I go to school in a
busted my ass for four years to be
Next week. students will vote for stuwanted by some business or corporation dent body president, vice president, and
city that ic-, "plum and nearly ." That's
plum out of town and nearly out of the
for something other than a bad check.
Student Government Association senacountry.
I want to know why they' re not
tors.
The only way we could find out
banging on my door. God forbid 1
what "big dogs" arc hiring out here
should have to apply ... come on.
These are a lltt~ easier to pick and
would be for a hunter to accidentally
So it's April 4, and my quest for
choose from. Their tenn is for one year.
\hoot a carrier pigeon taking the wantmillions begins in only 39 god-forsaken but the campaigning can be tough.
ad!'> from Kansa.., City to Denver. And
days.
But even this election has me confused.
I' m not a very good shot ac. it is. (I
Just as it is hard to be a millionaire
After reading the announcement of Duane
guess the Career Development Center
without a million dollars, it's even
Simpson and Tre"or Steinert. J began 10
could alc-,o help.)
harder without a job.
ask myself why they arc running for ofI can just <.ec myself waking up from
The bonom line: I NEED A JOB.
fice?

generation

TIM.·

Picken Hall 104 • 600 Park Street
Hay!I, Kansa!I 67601

News 628-5301 • Advertising
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Is it something that they thought would
look good on a resume? Herc's why I a.~k:
•Simpson graduated from Mortan
Blackwell"s Youth Leadership Institute
in Washington D.C. where he has hecn
asked to return a.,; an intern this summer.
Since the office of c.tudent body pres,-

dent and vice president begins June 1,
wouldn't it be a good
idea for Simpson 10
be here if he is
elected?
•We were told that
Jeff Walker, Ulysses
junior, withdrew as
Simpson's original
running mate for perSUSAN
sonal reasons.
RIGGS
I wish Walker had
been directly questioned. perhaps we would have had a
clearer reason than "personal reasons." ·
•Steinert is recorded as having made
statements to "several individuals" that
he did not want Simpson to be elected
student body president, that he was not
qualified, and had at one point intended to
run for the position himself to stop
Sim.on from winning.
Hmmm. Could it be that Steinert decided the best way to sabotage Simpson·s
campaign was to become Simpson' s running mate
• Part I of the four part Simpson/Steinert
plan. MONEY. They intend to oppose
any addition to money students have to
pay.
We have had a steady increase every
year of 3 percent in tuition fees.
Sorry guys. I think a 3 percent increase
is a lot better than one lump sum. Let's
see. over the last four years we've had a
total increase of 12 percent.
So. which would you prefer: a gradual
3 percent increase over four years or a
lump sum increa~ of 12 percent? I think
gradual sounds pretty good to me!
They also plan to oppose any cuts to
student financial aid . I'd say they had a
fairly good chance if this wa,; a stare or
local decision. hut this ha.,; become federal .
Odds on their chance of stopping financial aid cuts is comparable 10 a snowhall ' ,
chance in hell.
•Pan ll of the four pan plan. EDUCATION. These educated gentlemen ha ve
shared their ultimate wi~om with us again
with this one. "Quality not quantiry is the
imponant ic-,..,ue w11h education," Simpson
,;aid.
In the March 10. I 99~. edition nf the

Leader. I was accused by Cheryl
Hofstetter-Towns. instructor of English,
of having the notion that the university
was a grocery store.
Now Simpson has some notion that the
university is a print shop. "Quality not
quantity." Oh, that's not a comparison to
a print shop, my mistake.
It's what a girl says to a guy when
they're in an intimate situation
and ... nevermind. you catch my drift. But,
you know that she ' s always lying. oh,
silly me, I get it now.
Continuing, Simpson/Steinert stated :
t~al they w~kt pll$~ for complete repeal :
of the increased honors requirements.
I don't think so. Do you honestly think
that's a logical possibility? It' s been
changed. 1 do not recall. at any time. the
university making a reversal on a change
of policy such as honors requirements.
• Library holdings are the number one
priority for where university money :
should be spent.
Library holdings could be improved
with soliciting alumni and assorted fund
raising. but the number one priority, for
quite a few students, would be computerization.
More computers. updated programs,
and maintenance funds forthose computers have been the complaints I've heard
from the majority of the dcpanments.
•Part III. SAFETY. Simpson points
out to us that the major problem with
r.;afety on campus is traffic.
Creating a system or premium parking with the most expensive near the
buildings and the least in the Gross Memorial Coliseum lot will create the same
situation we have now except more students will be in the GMC lot then before.
What about the students that live on
campus. would they still have their parking area or would they need to buy a
<.pecial permit to park near their housing.
in addition to premium parking closer 10
the center of campus"
•Part IV, COMMUNICATION .
Simp~n said communication is "a two
way proccsc;."
I just don't know where this guy gets
his wi..dom. he ac;tound~ me, how about
you? There is another choice. LaNctte
Schmeidler and Travis Crites. Guc~s who
l'.m "oting for'
·
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Senate approves regents
budget; FHSU sees increase

Campus

LBOX

Tolerance should
be viewed in terms
beyond ethics and
human kindness
Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to Dina
Ross's editorials concerning the need
for increased community tolerance of
different groups here in Hays and at
Fon Hays State.
Her admonishments for increased
personal understanding are admirable,
but perhaps the issue should be viewed
in other terms beyond ethics and basic
human kindness.
In comparing Hays and FHSU to
other areas where I have lived, there is a

certain vitality tacking in this community.
This contention can be verified by any
astute observer by simply, for example,
driving around on any school day or sunny
weekend afternoon.
One will soon see that for a city and a
uni vmity or this size, there are actually
very few children, a clear sign of future
problems.
Whether or not some individuals find it
intolerable, the continued economic or
even physical survival of Hays and FHSU
may hinge on our ability to attract and
keep new populations, whatever their
origin.
To a1Jay any fears that I might be a
"pigmentation pimp," whatever that may
be, 1 am, if one must be so obsessed with
labels. very "Caucasian."
With that in mind. I hold the current
issue of tolerance very ironic, especially

considering some additional family
history.
Before the ancestors of many of the
local population had arrived, members
of my family had already become
established in this area.
Whatever else they may have done.
they didn't use their control of a cavalry
company and buffalo hunting concerns
drive out the ancestors of many of the
current local population; maybe it is
time for that tong ago favor to be
reciprocated'?
In conclusion, the economic and
social continuance of Hays and FHSU is
directly tied to adapting to change, and
that includes an acceptance of the very
peoples who might be the outward
manifestation of change.
Steven Kalaher
Denver, Colo.• graduate student

Gingrich says tax cut bill to be voted on this week
WASHINGTON (AP)- House Republi- the bill, a key element in the House GOP's to be the last item the House takes up this week
cans will probably send their tax cut bill to the "Contract With America." It would reduce before concluding its I00-day agenda and
floor for a vote this week without resolving an taxes by Sl89 billion over five years.
leaving for ilS spring recess.
intra-party dispute over how much the wealthy
The plan supported by the Republican lead·
In the end, he said, "I think there will be a
should benefit, House Speaker Newt Gingrich surprising number of folks who decide voting ership provides the child tax credit, expands
said Sunday.
individual retirement accounts. cuts the capiyes is a good idea."
"We don't have a compromise yet, we're
Meanwhile, in an interview with Time tal-gains tax rate paid on profits from invest·
still arguing and I'm not sure we'll get to a Magazine, Gingrich predicted the Republi- mentsand rolls back increased taxes on higher.
compromise," Gingrich said on ABC's "This cans will achieve a balanced federal budget income Social Security recipients.
Weck. with David Brinkley."
within seven years, but he said some changes
Democrats have proposed a far more mod·
"We may just bring the bill up and see what would be required to reduce costs of Medi- estplancosting$24 billion over five years and
happens," he added.
targeting educational benefits.
care.
Republicans are at odds over provisions in
While Gingrich insisted Medicare, which
Moderate Republicans and conservative
the bill that give an families earning $200,000 provides medical assistance to the elderly. Democrats also have argued that tax cuts
or less annually a SSOO-per-child tax credit. will not be abolished "we're going to suggest should not take place wi thou l concrete progress
More than 100 Republicans. smaning frorp to senior citizens ...we can give you 10 or 12 in reducing the deficit.
Gingrich said he and House Budget ComDemocratic claims that the bill mainly ben- choices. One of them will be the old system .
efits the rich, have signed a letter saying the We 're not going 10 take it away."
mittee Chairman John Kasich. R-Ohio. supceiling should be reduced to $95,000.
The tax cut bill is the last piece of unfin- pon that notion. ··we think it is a good thing
But Gingrich pre~icted that dissenters ished business in the Contract. and is eitpected to keep locking Congress further and funhcr
into getting to a balancell budget." he said.
within the party would fall in line and support

TOPEKA. Kan. (AP) - The Senate ap- cuscd on how the Legislature should treat the
proved, 31-9, a$455.5 million budget for the six state universities.
Vancrum argued that it is unfair to the
Kansas Board of Regents and its six state
universities after debating whether they all other four universities to single out two uni•
versities for the additional money. The other
should be treated the same.
The bill contained an extra $100,000 for four are the University of Kansas, Kansas
the Fort Hays State University for an interac· State, Pittsburg State and Wichita State.
"Do we really want to start picking and
live television program and anextraS 100.000
for Empor.ja State University's business choosing schools as to which ones we want to
reward?" Vancrum said. "Every university
school.
Sen. Bob Vancrum, R·Overland Parle, can malce a case to upgrade scientific equipoffered two amendments that would have ment."
But opponents argued that each school has
deleted funding for those two programs,
arguing that it is unfair to give additional different financ ial needs.
"We try to fair with the universities, not
money to two universities and not to the
entirely,
totally equitable," said Sen. Gus
others.
Both amendments failed on unrecorded Bogina, R-Shawnee, chairman of the Senate
votes after a debate that lasted for almost an Ways and Means Committee. "They have
different missions, different needs."
hour.
The additional money to Fort Hays State
The Senate also reinstated $446,870 that
the House removed from the proposed bud- University would be used for interactive teleget of the Kans.as State University E7itension vision that allows people in rural areas to take
Service. Under the House action, Kansas college-level courses through "satellite classState would have determined how to distrib- rooms."
Sen. Barbara Lawrence, R-Wichita. said
ute the loss of funds.
the
program
has been panicularly successful
Vancrum said the Senate Ways and Means
Committee restored the funding because the among individuals seeking additional train•
House action simply deleted the money and ing in nursing. People who take the courses
did not contain a statement of legislative cannot travel to Hays to attend classes there.
she said.
intent.
The additional money for Emporia State
The House must consider the Senate's
changes, and it is likely to reject them. Leg- would be used to finance efforts to accredit its
islative leaders would then appoint a joint business school.
Senate Majority Leader Jerry Moran, Rconference committee to draft a final. com•
Hays, said unaccredited business schools have
promise version of the bill.
The Senate's version of the bill would a difficult time attracting students.
The bill would appropriate $24.5 million
appropriate the $455.5 million for the 12
months beginning July 1. The state univer- in state tax dollars to Fort Hays State; $77.8
sity system spends about 14 percent of all million to Kansas State; $23 million to Emporia State; $24 million for Pittsburg State:
state talll dollars.
While the money involved in Vancrum's $ 105.3 million to KU, and SS0.6 million for
failed amendments was minuscule compared Wichita State.
Those figures do not include federal funds
to the entire regents budget. senators foand fees, such as tuition and laboratory fees.

Specter/from p.1
ideas are worth hearing about. so I am tot.ally reason for the visit.
supportive," Joan said.
"He has a lot of fo nd memories. which is
Charles Robbins, communications director why we are back (in Russell)." Robbins said.
for the Specter campaign, said that reaffirm'1be goal was to go back to a place that was
ing Specter's midwestem roots was the main important to him," Robbins said

Pick up your card in the Fall
and take advantage of...
•Significant merchant
discounts

....

•Prize drawings
•Other promotions

'1 Pictures for the University
Card will be taken from 9

a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday,
April 10 - April 28 in the
Memorial Union. Remember, if you have your picture
taken now the card is
absolutely FREE!

FHSU, Commerce Bank and AT&T are introducing the new
and exciting University Card for students, faculty and staff!

-

Where is the A-ISU card center located?
1k card center is located on the scx:ood
flcx,r of the Memorial Union. The cent.er
i..-. open from 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m

Fort
Hays
State
University

2365 5625 6969 1258

CARRIE ANN
913 628 4545 4172

HCJW is the debit card diffc:fflt from a

credit card?

To llC-.C the debit card functioo. c.ard

will nttd t o ~ m:tty into
their accrunr bef~ imng the earl.
di.c;tmgui.~ the debit cad from the
tra:iitionaJ credit 01l"d.

STUDENT
Issued
03/06/95
For more Information contact John Ross, Director

or University Card Center, at 628-4539
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The strike is over!

our thank you bonus."
"It was another class act by a class
organization,"saidDougCorbett, who
ATLANTA (AP) The replacement was released. The 42-year-old baseera ended Sunday in Atlanta when . ball coach at Jacksonville University
each of the 32 players on the Braves· was coaxed out of retirement to be the
roster received a bonus of $5,000, · club's replacement closer. He expects
then were releas-:d from their con- to return to his job Monday.
'Tm pretty sure I'll be at practice
tracts.
John Schuerholz re-signed 21 play- 1omorrow.'' said Corbett, whose car
ers and assigned them lo minor league was packed and ready for the six-hour
clubs in the organization. Eleven play- drive to Jacksonville.
For Jose Alvarez, who will be 39
ers were released.
The end didn't come as a surprise on April 12, the day was a mixed
to the players. II was almost inevi- blessing. The ordained minister earned
tableon Friday when the major-league a contract with the Braves' top farm
players ended their 232-day strike club in Richmond after a 2.25 ERA in
when a federal judge issued a tempo- 20 innings thinpring .
"I hope they don't forget me," said
rary injunction against the owners.
None of the replacement players Alvarez, who last pitched for the
will be headed to the Braves' spring Braves in 1989. "I hope to get a shot
training camp in West Palm Beach with the real Atlanta Braves."
In addition to Alvarez. the Braves
later in the week. Schuerholz said the
38 players on the major-league roster assigned to Richmond pitchers Dirk
Blair, Jeff Brown, Tom Martin and
would likely report by Wednesday.
In Chicago on Sunday. baseball Dale Polley. outfielders Bobby Moore,
owners decided not 10 take a lockou1 Kevin O'Connor and Darren Reed,
vote and expect a back-to-work agree- infielders Jose Munoz and Jose
ment with players to be completed Olmeda and catcher David Toth.
Pitcher Aaron Tumierand infielder
within 24 hours.
The regular season, scheduled to Tim Gillis were assigned to Class AA
open Sunday night, will be delayed Greenville; pitchers Tommy Harrison
until April 2610 allow regular players and Earl Nelson.outfielder John Knott
and catcher Adrian Garcia to Class A
to get in shape.
Schuerholz said manager Bobby Durham; and outfielders Lee Heath.
Cox, the coaching staff and himself Pat Howell, infielder Greg Sparks and
would be at the spring training site on catcher Hector Villanueva to the
Tuesday. The baseball equipment was Mexico City Tigers, whom the Braves
being loaded onto two 48-foot trac- have a working agreement with.
In addition to Corbeu, others retor-trailer rigs as Schuerholz was
handing out the bad news to the re- leased were pitchers Daren Brown,
placement players in the clubhouse of Mark Clemons, Paul Marak, Eric
Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium in Moran and Maii. Valencia, outfielder
Rodney ~cCray and infielders Nez
mid-afternoon.
Regular Braves· pitcher Steve Balelo. Mike Bell, Sean Davisson and
Avery said he had not heard anything Edinson Renteria.
Clemons, a right-handed pitcher
official. but expected to leave for West
Palm Beach on Tuesday. "I'm in good who also was released. had no regrets.
"I'm going home," said the 33shape. I don' t know if in three weeks
I' 11 be able to get fo 100 percent. but a · year-old from Columbia. S.C .. who
pitched in an over-30 league the last
lot of us will be clo.c."
Schuerholz and Cox, along with couple of seasons. "I'm just disap·
assistant general manager Dean Tay- pointed J didn't gel to pitch in a biglor. spoke to the replacement players league stadium."
for more than an hour.
Clemons was scheduled to pitch in
"I spoke to them (players) and Sunday's final exhibition at Atlantathanked them for their extra effons," Fulton County Stadium against the
said Schuerholz. "That (S5.000J was Chicago White Soit.

Tom S&Jacllno
Associated Press

Track team competes
at Bethany and KSU
Ryan Bucbanan
Sports editor

The Tiger track and tield ream
split its forces Saturday to compete in
the Bethany College Invitalional and
the Kansas State University Open.
The Fon Hays State men took second place in team standings at the
Bethany meet, falling just two points
shon of Cloud County Community

College.

The women rounded out the team
competition in third place.
The Tigers had three individual
champions at Bethany.
Freshman Joel Mc Reynolds led the
way with gold medals in the I00 meter
high hurdles and the JOO meter intermediate hurdles, with times of 15.1
and 56.9 seconds re~pec11vcly.
Freshman Jason Shanahan 100k
first in the 1,500 meter run with a rime
of 4:07.6.
Sophomore Jennifer West won the
5,000 meter run in 18.33.J.
F~hman Corey Huwa followed
McRcynolds' pcrformance in the
hurdles with two ~ond place finid·ic,.

Huwa ran the high hurdle, in 15 I
and the intermediate hurdles in 57. 4.
Auist.ant Coach Gay Timken \aid.
'The coaches were very pleased with
m01t efforts. We needed people 10
step up and perform. and ma-.y rc1ponded."
FHSU tool: only 22 athletes to the
lunl&S Swe Open.
Freshman Kri,tcn John10n surpa.,.«i the NCAA Division lJ pro~i1ional qualifyin1 mark in the javelin.
Johnt0n look fi,unh pl~ with a
throw of l.C I feet 3 inchct.
SophomoreJemny Hawks wu the
Ti1en' only chmlpion in the meet.
v.-innin1 rhe shot pvt wtrh a throw o(
.Sl-10
Seniof' Mart 9<>nd perlormtti well
0

l"-

with two second place finishes in the
shot put and discus.
Bond threw the shot S0-9 and the
discus 151-IO.
No team scores were kept at Kansas State.
"It was a good day for this group of
Tigers. Kristen Johnson highlighted
our performance with her NCAA provisional mark." Coach Jim Krob said.
"Jeremy Hawks' winning the shot
and Matt Bond's second place finishes were the lop performances of
the day." he said.
Many other Tigers had second and .
third place finishes on the day.
At Bethany, second place finishes
included junior Kahn Powell in the
100 meter dash (10.6), Lee Blevins in
the 800 meter run (1 :57.7). Chandra
Ru.,sell in the 3,000 meter run
( 1108.1) and Scott Murrison in the
10.000 meters (35:02.:Z).
Third place finishes at Bethany
included Chris Bowman in the javelin
( I 79-2 ), Fred Ratz.Jaffin the pole vault
<I 5). Melissa Cherney in the high
jump (4- 10), Leah Wahl in the 400
meter low hurdles (73 .7), Nikki
Cucchetti inthe400meterdash (62.0).
Clarence Bus in the 400 meter da5h
<~ 7) and Ryan Liess in the 1•.500
meter (4 :14.1).
Al KaMaS Stale, Jennifer Nowak
took second in the triple jump (34-6 31
4) and third in the high hurdles ( 15 4).
Scon Wichael took second in the

FRED HUNT/ University Leader

A tiger baseball player safely slldea Into home during the Saturday, March 11 contest at Larks Park.
went on to defeat the Unlveralty of Oklahoma, 6-2.

Tigers come back from loss to win three
Ryan BuchB.Dail
Sports editor

According to Coach Curti!.
Hammcke. the Tiger baseball
team's most impressive attribute
this season is its ability to recover
from a loss or a bad inning.
Fon Hay11 State demonstrated
lbat very ability.this week.end.
The Tigers (19-8) suffered a
tough4-2 Joss in the opening game
of a four-game road series with
Denver University. but came back
to win their neitt three games.
FHSU recorded wins of 12-7,
2-1 and 13-8 to round our the weekend.
"We did a really good job of
coming back after losing our opening game," Hammeke said.
"Baseball is a streaky game and
it's hard to come back from a loss.
That's something our kids do ..,ery
well and it shows a lot about the
character of this team," he said.
Senior right-hander Daniel
Traffas (4-1) had trouble finding
his rhythm early in game one and
Denver scored four runs in the
second inning including back-toback home runs.

The Tiger ace would bounce back
from his first two innings to pitch one
of his best games of the year and hold
Denver scoreless for the rest of the
game.
But the Tigers failed to cash in
offensively and put only two runs on
the board in the last five innings.
Traffas took. his first loss of the
season as he allowed four runs on six
hits. walked four and struck out nine.
"Daniel pitched an outstanding
game even though he struggled early .
I thought to lo!>t! our first game with
our ace on the mound and come back
10 win three straight was quite an
accomplishment." Hammekc said.
Saturday's second game saw balanced scoring from both teams through
the first four innings.
The Tigers led 5-4 after the fourth,
but a seven run explosion in the fifth
vaulted FHSU to a 12-4 lead.
Denver scored three runs in the
bottom of the sixth. but the Tigers
held on to take the 12·7 victory.
Junior right-hander Curtis
VonLintel (3-0J took the win after
pitching five innings.
He allowed four rum, on 10 hits.
walked one and struck out three.
A stellar pitching performance by

senior southpaw Brian Thurlow propelled the Tigers tu a win in game one
Sunday.
Denver's only run of the game
came in the second inning and the
score remained 1-0 uniil the top of the
sixth.
FHSU got single runs in the sixth
and seventh to win 2-1.
Thurlow (3-1) allowed one run on
five hits. walked two and struck out
seven.
"Thurlow was in tremendous command of his change-up. He really gave
us a lift with that pitching: performance." Hammeke said.
Sunday's second game saw the
Tigers gelling out of a sticky situation
in the fourth inning to get the win.
Denver had scored four runs in the
first three innings and the Tigers
tacked up three runs in the top of the
fourth.
The turning point came in the bottomofthc fourth, when Den-.erloaded
the bases with no outs.
But FHSU was able to get three
straight outs and hold Denver scoreless.
The score was lied. 6-6 in the ~ixth
inning when junior Da,·e Bies gave
the Tigers a much needed spark with

a pinch-hit home run with a runner
on.
FHSU finished the sixth inning
leading 10-6 and went on to win
13-8.

Junior right-hander Shawn
Oakland took the win for FHSU
after pi1ching the last five innings
in relief of junior Cesar Romero.
Oakland (4-2)allowed four runs
on seven hits. walked two and
struck. out four.
FHSU continues Mile High
Baseball League action tomorrow
as it returns home to face the Uni·
versi1y of Nebraska-Kearney.
Gameoneof1hedouble-header
is set to hegin at 3:30 p.m. at Larks
Park.
"I think Kearney is going to be
a good offensive team. They're
powerful with the bats and ha11e
two good left-handed pitchers,"
Harnrneke said.
"We've been through a pretty
demanding road stretch and we've
come out of it pretty well.
"It will be good 10 get bak to
Larks Park and get rhar lasr at bat.··
Hammeke ,aid.
The Tiger, arc currently 7-1 in
conference action .

At age 76, player ponders future of the game
Bob Mhna
Associated Press

"(San Francisco49e~quarterhack) their time on the mound or in the
Sieve Young may throw out the first hullpcn. led hy 6-year veteran Mike
hallOpcningNight,"said Buza~. who Tromhley. He wa<; 4.4 )a<;t )car. reSALT LAKE CITY ( AP) At 76. is entering his 54th year in profes- cording a 5.04 earned run J\·eragc in
Joe 8u1.as doesn't know how many sional hasehall and 39th year as an the hi1-happy PCL thar i" rhc ~q
more ~<,ans remain in his nearly six- owner. "Skydi11crs ~ill parachute among returning hurler,; .
The winningc~I pllchcr hark thi~
decade career as a ha.~ball player. down with the first ball. We"ll have
promoter and minor league team op- fireworks. and the Utah Jazz mascot. year i~ Man Stc\·en,;, v.ho v.a~ 4-1 in
erator.
"It's going to he fun . We want 10 1994. hi~ ,ixth ~a,;on. Other returnBut t.hcownerofSalt Lake·~ Triple· let the people know we appreciate ees include Shawn Bryant . in h1<, m.th
A Buzz franchise knows where he them," he said. "We owe it to them; year; ~-year pro Jon Henry. Scott
wants to play oul the late innings of they should he eniertained because Watkins. in his fourth year: <,eventh·
year pro Mike ~fo;uraca. ancl Bill
his life in the sport.
they're the best fans.··
· "Right here in Utah forever," he
The majOf league laoor dispute ha~ Wis,sler. in h,~ founh <.ea.wn.
As for the vacant <,(ot.<, on his ro.., .
bellows with characteristic enthusi- left Buz.as scratching his head ahout
asm. "I'm proud to be here. and I want the makeup of mo\t of hi~ Minn~ta rer. Bura<; makes a promi<.e alon~
to be here forever. and 1hen my daugh- Twins (ann club's roster. Salt Lake'~ with an an~ aside ahout ma1or le.aizuc
ter want.\ to take ovet ."
fir~t game is Thunday in Albuquer- teams· threatened use of rcplacem:-!lt
La.\tyear'~inauguralsea.,;oninlhe que.
players.
However, 10 of the 23 slot, alcity's new S22.4 million Franklin
"A 101 of people JU\I "'ant 10 tie
Quest Field re\lfrotc Pacific Coa,t ready are filled with veterans from \urt: we' re not (ZOlnll lo ha-.·e replaceLeague attendance records. By the last year's 74-70 club that finished ment player.;, too . No' we·re goiniz 10
end of this \lleek. Buu aficionados ~cond behind Vancouver in the have regular playen:· he declared
Buza.~ say, Salt Lake 1, f{)() far
had purcha~ about .S,200 season PCL's Northern Division.
stoeple.chasc (10:10.4).
tickeu.
Leading the returnees is Bernardo away from a IMJOf lea1tue city 10 tie
Other third place finishes at KanLast yea,r, when 713.224 fan, Brito, an outfielder from the Domini- hurt hy the outcome of ha.~hall lahor
us State included Kris Osthoff in the pa.ued through the ballparlt's turn- can Repub\k in his 14th minor lea1ue talks. But a.~ hoth an owne1 and a
~hot put (39-6 3/4). Hawks in the stiles to break the league's single- sea.son. La.,t year. the 32-year--0ld fo,mcr Yankee. he detidci both iidci
discus (146-8), Chantay Brush in the teuon man of 670,..S63 s.el by the Brilo betted .309. including I team·
"Ifs stupid.
grttdy. They're
triple jump ( ~ i 12), Jteith Eck 1ft
bo<hjust after money There·\enough
1946 San fmlciACO Seals, the Buu leading 29 home runs.
the hi~h hurdle., ( 15.0). Chris Smith sold ,.700 season ticket.I.
Joining Brito in the outfield will be money out there for hoth of them."
in the 800 me1er run ( I :S2.9) and T J .
With seaon stubt ava-a1ina S425 Juan De La Ros.a. enterina his 10th Buus Uid. "Replacement playcn"'
Trout in tbe 1.500 meter rua (4;06.3). eldaddsyear,B1&1.a1a,uldn'1behapteMOft, anc1 o.. ~ - . martJaa That'& uinitte. ridtc11lous, the wone
The
C0aliplll . . . . .
piar.
lo . . . . his Joy by hi• tevetlth opeal.. ·day. Maltdler thlq they coald have done. My l()lh 1
fint hofnt meet o( the._,. dwtftl IIYiftt lu bell Club 11111 April 10 aJ,o will tee time at flnt bae.
Oettintpeople whodidn·t even make
1~ FHSU Relays this Saturday.
home opener with Vancouver.
The other familiar faces will spend it 10 (clau) AA':

'°

n,-. wm

The Tigers

He,...

He wonder~ where the love for
America·~ Pastime ha~ gone. bccau~
it ~till reign, \Upreme in his n .... n heart .
On Opening Day. Bu,.a<; v.111 watch
h1, players rake the field w11h the
\nov.cappcd Wa...a1ch Mountains pro·
vid ing one of Iiaschall', mo,t striking
hackdmpr, and mcmones of his own
glory days will return.
"It reminds me of myself. and I
""ant to 1-10 out there For a lot of yeaJ"i
I wouldn ·11.1.atch the izamc~ that much.
t>ccau'-C I .,. anted tn t'C on that field:·
he <,a1d .
When an 1nrieldcr make~ a \lop on
a wild 1<rounder. \avin11 a run . That"\
,..·hen the year~ v.111 roll away. Bur.a.,
'-<!)"\ 1:or a \wcel fev. ,;ccond\. the
fonner Yankee v.111 recall Opening
Da~. l9Jfi . .md lop1niz out to 11.hon\l0J'I to ~111n a t,nef ~tint 1n ··the
B11<S ..
That da~ . he hit a douhle and dmve
,n a run. goin11 on to hal 262 in 30
!lame, It came to an end when he
aur.i-attd an earlier foothall ihoul·
ckr 1n1ury Ruz.a., never ioc hack to
the ma1on after that.
IMtead. he ~ame an owner(')( the
minor lea~ cluM that fed the majon Since 19~6. Bur.a., ha., held 17
different franchises. Daughttt Hilary
Bur.as-Dnmmis.. aO\icago ~chol~
gist, i1 president of hb only other
CUl'fflll holdinJ. the Double-A New
Britain. Conn .. Rock ur~.

l
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Maxwell retires after almost thirty years of service
Mark J. Dolezal

CtrculaUon manager

From his time spent fighting in the
Korean War to the time he spent in the
Federal Bureau of Investigation National Academy in Washington, D.C .•
Bob Maxwell, assistant professor of
English, never forgot his roots.
Maxwcll,anativeKansan, was born
in Scott City in 1930.
"My roots are in Kan. sasandthisismyhome,"
· Maxwell said.
Maxwell, who joined
the raculty of Fort Hays
State in 1966 is retiring
May 13.
He said his association with FHSU began
when his father, Walter
Maxwell, was employed
as a campus maintenance
director in 1945.
Maxwell fought in the Korean War
from 1951 to 1953 a.s an Army sergeant and he spent several months in
a Mobile Anny Surgical Hospital with
. a bout of hemorrhagic fever.
Maxwell said the fever reduced his
weight from 200 pounds to 150
pounds in a matter of days and that, "a
JANELLA MILDREXLERI Unlveratty L.Mder
lot of guys died from it."
"When l woke up, l thought that I
Bob Maxwell, assistant professor of English, avidly Instructs his Introduction to
was
a POW because of my knobby
Literature clasa In Greek mythology.
legs," Maxwell said.

Afterthe Korean war, Maxwell began a 13-ycar career in law enforcement in Hays and Ellis County, serving as patrolman, sheriff, undersheriff
and Chief of Police for the city of
Hays.
In 1961, Maxwell graduated from
the F.B.l. National Academy.
Upon returning to Hays. Maxwell
said, ''he received a crash course in
police pedagogy."

proud of his long association with
FHSU.
"FHSU has been good to me and I
have tremendous admiration for this
institution." Maxwell said.
"I am glad my family and I have
been a part of FHSU history."
Maxwell and his wife, Eileen, have
two sons. Mike and Bob 11, and a
daughter Jackie.
Both Mike and Jackie received their
bachelor's degrees
from FHSU, and
Maxwell's wife and
daughter currently
work
in
the
Registar' s Office.
"I don't anticipate
I'll miss too much.
because my wife
and daughter are
right here in the
Registar' s Office,..
Maxwell said.
MIDlwell plans to keep busy on his
small 5-acre fann near Schoenchen,
which he affectionately calls his
"ranch."
He expressed a quiet satisfaction
upon reflecting on his long association with the local community.
"My wife's folks are from here, my
friends are here. my kids were born
and baptiz.ed here, and that is what
constitutes roots.
"I'm right where I belong."

"I'm glad my family and I
have been a part of FHSU
history."
• Bob Maxwell
"I was Chief of Police at the time
and we instituted a brand new method
of police trltining based upon what I
learned at the academy," Maxwell
said .
Teaching police officers convinced
Max wel I that a career in teaching was
in his future .
He soon joined the English faculty
at FHSU.
Maxwell . who received his
bachelor's and master's degrees in
English and literature from FHSU. is

Regents, KHF work for health care reform
The University Leader
Kansans who are concerned about
quality health care have reason to be
encouraged. At the Kansas Board of
Regents meeting this month. the regents and the Kansas Health Foundation (KHF) reaffirmed their shared
vision 10 improve the quality of health
research. primary care education. public health, rural health. health promotion and disease prevention.
Since 1986. KHF has awarded regents universities more than $30 mil lion in grants. KHF board members
. met with the regents for reassurance
that the regents universities are financially committed to suppon programs
staned with KHF grants.
"Our intent is to partner with regents institutions in areas that we sec
are real needs." said Jack DaYis. president. Kansas Health Foundation.
Davis said the KHF wants programs
and projects that will stand over time.
Stephen Jordon. executive director
of the Board of Regents. made a con-

scious choice to put an emphasis on
the KHF grants and to support those
programs."
At the present time KHF is considering a $15 million grant for the University of Kansas Medical Center
Reseim-h Institute to promote the philosophy and practice of communityorientated primary care in medical
school. Another purpose of the grant
is to improve primary care services
distribution and increase the number
of primary care providers throughout
the state.
"The $15 million. five-year grant
to expand primary care comes at an
opportune time. This grant will help
us accelerate that process. We have
not come to the regents to match the
grant. It's a fantastic opponunity to
do something critical for health care
in Kansas," Del Shankel, University
of Kansas acting chancellor. said.
During the regents meeting. the
board also continued evaluating the
use of standardized student ratings in
faculty evaluations. Regents staff

member John Welsh said student ratings can be helpful in improving faculty instruction and in evaluating
teaching perfonnancc.
The regents agreed to take a student
perception survey next fall for public
accountability purposes. That survey
will be different from the regular fac ulty evaluation form. and will nol be
included in faculty personnel files.
Faculty representatives supponcd the
position.
The regents also discussed the issue
of faculty workload and its impact on
undergraduates education. According
to national faculty workload studies.
most faculty work between 52-57
hours per week. The workload distribution between leaching. research and
service is affected signi ficanrly hy the
university's mission.
The regents determined that more
information is needed and agreed 10
revisit the issue in May.
In other action. the board:
•Approved the progress of Pittsburgh Stare University toward its mis-

Greek Week Activities
April 3-7
Thia week Is Greek Week at Fort Hays

Wednesday

State. All Greek houaes are uniting
together to participate In a variety of
activities such as the followlng:

Obstacle Course
meet at 4 p.m. in front of the HYPER

Tuesday

Single EliminationSoftball tournament
meet at 5:30 (location to be announced) each
team provides their own bats and balls

Thursday

Banner Contest
has to do with philanthropy (American Lung
Association) team name, all Greek houses'
Friday
names and includes the theme of Treasure
Wacky
Awards Assembly and BYOM (Bring you
Island:
own
meat)
Tresasure Hunt meet at the Sig Ep parking lot
meets at Frontier Park at 4:30 p.m. Greek Week
at 3:45 p.m.
committee will provide all other essentials aside
from the meat.

sion and assessing basic skills and
general education. The regents asked
for an updated report on PSU 's
progress in March 1996.
• -Considered proposals from the
State Board of Education to conven
the Wichita Area Vocational-Technical School and the Flint Hills Technical School tQ technical colleges
which will pennit those institutions
10 award the Associate of Applied
Science degree. After discussion the
regents vote was ad..,isory only to the
State Board of Education.
•Approved the revised tuition estimates of each university to the governor and Legislature. The regents requested supplementing the state general fund for projected tuition shonfalls in FY 1995 totallingS I. 8 I9,986.
It was noted that factors contributed
to a shortfall in the current fiscal year
will also adversely impact revenue
projections for the request year enrollments and revenue projections arc
based on actual current fiscal year
enrollments.

Hard at work

Bryan Sander and Rick Dannels, Haya, make
preparation• ta pour a new aldewalk In front of the
~dowment Centerc.:;•- - - - -- - -- - - -- - ~

Faculty/from p.1
"You have to know what you're
talking about. and. all too often. faculty are not willing to do their homework. Yet, it is ell.traordinary when
the faculty at the university can get a
focus on something.
"It is very difficult for the administration lo resist what the faculty wants
ifthe faculty is willing to" not take no
for an answer.
Mandt continued by saying that the
administration could not dismiss the
senate members who stood up for
what they want because many of the
senate members are tenured. so. "they
have to deal with us," he said.
Mandt then described a good fac ulty senate as "a collection of faculty

leaders," he said.
The faculty leaders should have
some pol itical skill and hold some
prestige with their colleagues and administration.
"When the faculty decides to stand
behind these faculty leaders who make
up the senate. then the senate can
represent a united faculty. and the
administration will begin to take notice," Mandt said.
The faculty government can work
affectively in the university because.
"they (administration) want you (fac ulty senate) 10 be with them," he said.
Furtado, on the other hand. spoke
about challenges that the faculty government faces when dealing with medi-

cal institutions.
In other business. faculty senate
dis.cussed the notion that Studenl
Health should issue notes for students to give to their teachers when
the student has been to visit Student
Health and has missed a class.
Some of the issues brought up in
suppon of having notes is.sued were
that some students arc always "ill.''
and some students lie about being ill.
However. the issue ofconfidentiality was brought up and the problem of
S!Udent Health being undmlAffed and
unable to write notes for every student that comes down for treatment.
This issue wu tabled until a committee could look into it.
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The Best Way To Save Money
On Stuff ( Other Than Borrowing
Your Roommate's.) Roommates tend to get a little
weird when you borrow their stuff. ( They're funny like that.) Better to get
yourself a MasterCard~card. Then you could use it to

. ..~. ,·;. :•

·.• ·,,
... .....

buy the things you really want. And with these

:·

College MasterValuesi coupons, you '11 save up to 40%. And until you get your
own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird enough
as

1s. MasterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart money.'" -

1t

~------------ ---- - -

-"'··£ -

IUNNII ll'OITS ,

J\RT(/1RVED
SAVE UP TO s1.:w
Cc•••t• -'•••" •

SAVE 25'1/i, ON THE UEATLES'

GREATEST" HITS ON CD

FREE Pair of Sham (A S23 V.l!uc)

C hoo,.· ..-1thr:r th<· R.·d .1lh111ll . w1th l111, fro111 l'H,.; w l'l<h
(21, hu, ,ncluJ,n~; A H JrJ I JJv\ '-1!-=ll! . T 1, .. r T ,, RiJ,,
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